NATURAL GAS FUELED POWER SOLUTIONS

STABLE. RELIABLE. ABUNDANT.
A CLEAN BURNING SOLUTION.

COSTS AT 20-30% LESS THAN GAS ENGINES
ABUNDANT , STABLE & RELIABLE

Stateline’s natural gas powered generators are built for high reliability in situations that result in power outages. Storm
related power failures typically do not affect the natural gas infrastructure, eliminating the need to re-fuel. Natural gas engines have numerous benefits, but the leading decision making point for most industries is the lower operating cost: On an
energy-equivalent basis, abundant supplies of natural gas are available at less than half the price of a barrel of oil, which
translates to cost that are 20-30 percent more affordable than gasoline.

NATURAL GAS ENCLOSED SOLUTIONS

100-150 KW Models

Stateline offers open or enclosed natural gas powered solutions in a wide range of engine sizes to serve any backup
pow-er requirements. Do you have specific or detailed needs? Contact us today at 800-267-8984. A Stateline
representative will guide you toward the best solution for your individual needs, or suggest a custom built solution.

NATURAL GAS OPEN SOLUTIONS

45-80KW Models
Product # SG-45
45 kW Engine by General Motors

25-30 KW Models

Product # SG-60
60 kW Engine by General Motors

45-60 KW UL LISTED Models
Product # SG-80
80 kW Engine by General Motors

Product # SG-25
25 kW Engine by General Motors

Stateline Power is a leading manufacturer of custom-engineered
diesel, propane and natural gas power generation equipment for
on-site continuous, emergency standby and mobile power.

Serving agricultural, residential, commercial, municipal, healthcare,
hospitality and trade customers throughout the United States and internationally from their 45,000 square foot manufacturing center
in Greenville, Ohio, Stateline has accrued 20 years of knowledge
in the industry, offering customized design and manufacturing
capabilities, with a fierce focus on product reliability and
hands-on customer service.

Stateline Power Corp
650 Pine St
Greenville, OH 45331
P: 937-547-1006
F: 937-547-1014
800-267-8984

www.statelinepower.com
facebook.com/statelinepowerproducts

